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TRANS
MUTA
TION

Comité por un Museo más Amigable a Todxs

Laboratório Arte Alameda
Dr Mora 7, Centro Histórico, Ciudad de México
www.artealameda.bellasartes.gob.mx

Space Alchemies
“Este programa es público, ajeno a cualquier partido político.
Queda prohibido el uso para fines distintos a los establecidos en el programa.“

Jaime Lobato

“The limits of my language
are the limits of my world”.

Ludwig J. J. Wittgenstein
(Tractatus: 5.6)

Western culture developed by prioritizing the lineal and
codified visual skill as the center of our perception.
What implications has this had?
Abstract definitions and concepts that were generated in
the development of language resulted in other languages
like geometry and programming. This castration of senses
made us form norms of conduct and customs that created a
limit and therefore excluded what was not named.
Considering that what is not named goes unnoticed
by human comprehension, with this exposition we ask
ourselves if we are capable of imaging what we don’t know.
That, what hasn’t been limited by enunciation yet.

Are you capable of imaging what hasn’t been named?
Language is a system of sings constantly mutating and
it’s fundamental for building the culture, a compound of
knowledge and customs that are supported by structures
and rites that are sustained by each one of us.
The exposition integrates layers that were once fractionated,
it facilitates a return to a perspective of the artist as a maker
of things that through his comprehension and managing of
physical properties can alter our way of seeing, hearing,
feeling, and understanding.
Transmutation, name borrowed from alchemy, consists in
the conversion of an element into another one, it reminds
us in a subtle, but unavoidable way that the connection
between what we perceive and what we think we know is
never as simple as it seems and that
Hugs,
Paloma Oliveira & Jaime Lobato
(curator & artist)

to perceive is a political act.
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In Mexico, sound is and active element in everyday life, it’s in
the streets and customs, it’s how we ask for help, it’s part of
traditional trade, it’s how we identify trash pick-up services
and gas distribution services… In Mexico, the presence of
sound is incarnated in the entire body.
In the scenario described before, it’s possible to find and
impressive variety of sound artists that explore different
layers. Jaime, rooted in this environment, uses sound as
matter to the point of modeling it into a sculpture or in an
architecture-like way.
An example is Kukul, a piece which is part of the exhibition.
It’s the first work of a series of architectonic synthesizers.
The sculpture reverberates the Mexican culture in different
layers: from the history of the territory to the sound.
Burning Thoughts, Iceberg and Mudras are pieces that
utilize current tools: computers, microprocessors, movement
sensors, computerized vision, brain waves sensors; directly
related to high level academic research. These pieces are
used as a broad and necessary dialog to question the ethical
implications and the symbolic void generated by these tools.

Artist Context

The net is a key point to the concepts adopted for this exposition.
Through its form and metaphors, it intends to make topics,
structures and important links that are normally hidden by more
obvious narrations, visible. On this net, we can draw interesting
events that often occur in the neglected margins of history by
transforming characters into agents inside a rhizomatic spider
web, an open knit, constant and organic so that other relations
and panoramas can be added. These changes, sensitive to
comprehension, change everything.

A subtopic of the curatorial concept is inferring the
structure of the space to make it more friendly to
different perceptions by taking actions such as adaptation
of ramps to offer better accessibility, a layout of the
pieces so they can be better experienced by blind and
little people and layout of mediation labels instead of
notices.
The documentation area will also be open and an audio
guide will be published including interpretation of the
information to Mexican sign language, audio, transcription
and translation to English, in addition to articles and
conferences with the team that will reveal other layers of
the project.

A mediation program and a specialized symposium, open
and free, are some of the strategies to transmute the
space and its public.

Museography

Intimate Solfège

Collaborative work
Place: Nonoalco, Tlatelolco, urban
complex.
The piece was made in a social interest building where
all the apartments have the same form, thus the acoustic
differences among them consist in how people inhabit
their spaces. These sculptures have been modeled by the
specific needs and activities of their inhabitants.

It pretends to show sonorous x-rays
of these stories in a solfège-like way.
Visual sheet music that could only be
deciphered by the community of that
building.
Neumas that won’t indicate height or
sonorous duration, but dreams, wishes,
memories, desires, and all those things that
complete the definition of the most intimate
architecture will be generated.

Íntimate
Solfeges
Documentation
Space

The construction of the piece is revealed
where a phenomenon called ‘standing wave’ is
demonstrated through a fixed speaker.
The standing waves are those in which certain
points, called nodes, remain still. Because of
this perception, we can understand the space
topology in a very specific way.

This phenomenon occurs because it’s how sound interacts with the space
where it diffuses. These waves are places where the sum of pressures of the
bouncing sound meet, this phenomenon creates irregularities in the listening
experience. In other words, the space filters and modifies the way how we
hear depending on the form and materials with which the space is build.

Mudras

Communicating with the hands can be
something secreted like mudras from the
spiritual yogic tradition or it can be a way to tell
stories and generate symbols like sign language.
Taking this no verbal grammaticalization as
reference in space, Mudra was created for the
LAA choir as a bridge between the inside world

of the interactor and the space of the resonance instrument. This bridge is
built by a tridimensional sensor and a gestural recognition algorithm where
the public will be able to transform their intuitive manual movements into the
initiating element of the installation.

Iceberg
What form does water have?
They say that water has the form of the container that
holds it. Through our vision, this holding form can
be accessed, but through other senses the internal
composition of the liquid and its displacement can be
perceived. Iceberg is an interactive sepulture where
the public is invited to perceive the form of an object
through touch and hearing.
This iceberg was built in two parts, a sonorous and
a tactile one. The tactile one is a water cube, the
sonorous one is brown noise and both are connected
through a computerized vision algorithm. The
public is invited to submerge a hand in the water
cube and shake it. The action is registered in real
time by the system of the piece and the information
obtained allows the sound to be moved in space in
the same way the actual fluid changes its form. A
sound fragmented in many equal parts that allows
the sonorization of some of the water particles of
the water cube so that the public can feel the form of
the water through the skin and the ear by accessing
information of the object that cannot be apprehended
by the eye.
By introducing the hand in this iceberg, the public
manages to access a section of reality that can’t be
accessed through sight, to a secret form that inhabits
things simultaneously and that we can unveil through
the other senses as initiation into reality enhancement.

Kukul
Mayan word used to name the quetzal, Central
American bird linked to the god Kukulcan. This
installation is inspired by the effect known as “Quetzal
tail” that appears on Mesoamerican pyramids. It
happens when one stands in front of its stairway
and claps. The echo that goes back to the pyramid is
identical to the song of this bird.
In the same way, the Spanish invasion built a new
layer of culture over the Mesoamerican ceremonial
centers, this piece allows the public to send the
song of Kukulcan back to the center of the ritual in
the heart of Saint Diego’s former monastery.

Burning Thoughts

This sculpture addresses the topic of diverse artifacts that men created
throughout history to conjure up nature. —Amulets, rituals, words, etcetera—
It intends to include the Electroencephalography (EEG) in this tradition. For
that purpose, it was intended to create a magic ritual where the public can
materialize their brain activity through fire modeling in real time and see
themselves reflected in it. An interactive mirror than can be, not only seen,
but heard and felt is created. During this act of techno-shamanism, the public
will also control their brain activity at will by trying to repeat a gesture made
by the self-portrait of fire.

Documentation Space

Handouts that make the construction of the pieces visible. This space is
dedicated to open the structure, the core of the pieces so that those who
are curious, students, researchers can have more technical and conceptual
information of the work.
Interactive programs that show the EEG graphic that is transformed into fire
in Burning Thoughts, programs for acoustic calculus for Kukul, videos that
show the computerized vison of Iceberg and Mudras.

Art and Neuroscience Symposium :
Alchemy of Knowledge
It’s an interinstitutional initiative presented jointly by UAM-Xochimilco and
Laboratorio Arte Alameda LAA as part of the exposition Transmutation.
Space Alchemy.
What we know as cross knowledge refers to, broadly speaking, a sum of
knowledge and notions that come together and stablish an interstice of
cooperation. This transmutation in the flow of knowledge functions as the
central idea of the symposium and allows us to address and question the
category of neuroscience from the academic, medical and artistic areas.

The Symposium proposes technology, methodology and epigenesis as central
topics. Art and science share many of these points, but are differentiated
by their processes and purposes. What happens when one contaminates
the other? Due to their specific features, art and science have collaborated
parallelly by proposing unimaginable experiences and documenting their
obsession with verification, questioning and reconfiguration of such theories.
The Symposium dates are September 27th and 28th
Welcome everybody! Greetings and here we go!
Paola Gallardo
(museology LAA)

Mediation Program
Fisrt exercise of trhansmutation of the other
Dear other:
Before you enter St. Diego’s former monastery currently Laboratorio Arte
Alameda, I invite you to dialogue with the architecture before you.
Observe, what materials is it made from? Which forms do you recognize
that are found in similar buildings? Does this architecture remind you of any
anecdote? If this temple were not a museum what would you like it to be?
Can you imagine what it was 20 year ago, and what it will be in 50 years?
Very well, now that you’ve had an encounter with the building I propose
that you keep an open mind and briefly think of what you could find inside,
considering that the exposition you are about to see is contemporary art and
it’s called Transmutations, Space Alchemy…
Let’s continue to have a conversation with this space.
You find yourself in the central exhibition room, is it cold or hot? Do you sense
any specific scent? If you could describe the place as you describe a person
what would it be like? What nationality would it be? Would it be male or
female? What mood would it have? What would you two talk about?
This time, the education department has decided to work with experiential
modules that will allow the visitor to share new museological narratives that
were not considered by the LAA before, allowing an open communication
link that intends to shape new routes for collaborative participation and
appropriation of knowledge for the common good.
Hugs.
Leslie García
(mediation LAA)

Mediation Program
Módule I: Changing the I in the other

Módule II: The process of the contact with the world

Xapa*
Community oral tradition assembly as part of the
worldwide network of “Human libraries”
November 11th |

Philosophy of hearing. Hearing like a bat.
Children´s workshop
October 28th | 11 to 13 h

*Letter in Huichol language

Space & Sound
Seminar/ Workshop
September 18th, 20th, 25th
October 2nd, 4th. 9th,11th.16th 18th
18 às 20 h
Shamanic Tours
Tuesdays and Fridays at 12 and 16h

Remix Tour
September 7th | 17 to 18h
Art and Neuroscience Symposium
September 27th and 28th | 10 to 22h
AlgoRave - LiveCoding Rave Party
October 25th | 17 to 22h

